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Abstract
In the present paper wear behavior of plain carbon steel having pearlitic phase under dry sliding condition has been
investigated. Compositions, morphologies and microstructures of worn surfaces were characterized by scanning electron
microscope (SEM), energy dispersive spectroscopy analysis (EDS) and optical microscopy. Volumetric wear rate was
investigated for these pins on a pin on disc wear testing machine. In pearlitic phase the wear mechanism observed was mainly
abrasive and oxidative type. Further, it was also observed that for pearlitic phase the wear rate increases with an increase in
normal pressure and sliding speed. In pearlitic phase, the presence of hard carbide in the soft matrix of ferrite led to lower
volumetric wear rate. Also, pearlitic phase is not affected by prolonged exposure to sliding conditions at low sliding speed and
low normal pressure either by oxidation or by adhesion process. At higher sliding speeds and normal pressures pearlitic phase
wears from more to severe. Pearlitic phase wears faster at medium normal pressures and sliding speeds combinations. At
higher normal pressure volumetric wear rate of pearlitic structure is reduced due to removal of asperities, strain induced plastic
deformation and work hardening of the wear surface.
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1. Introduction
Pearlite is a composite structure consisting of soft, ductile
ferrite and hard brittle carbides in the form of lamellae. These
are alternate bands of ferrite and carbides. Their orientation
with respect to the sliding direction decides their wear rate.
This wear rate changes again with respect to the sliding
conditions such as constant normal pressure or constant
sliding speed. Carbon content directly controls the volume
fraction of cementite and therefore to a large extent the
volume fraction of pearlite. Manganese has a twofold effect
upon pearlite morphology in that it reduces the eutectoid
reaction temperature to give finer pearlite with smaller
interlamellar spacing and lowers the carbon level required to
achieve fully pearlitic steel i.e. in increasing the pearlitic
volume fraction for a given carbon content, whereas silicon
influences the formation and strengthening of the ferritic
phase. To produce highly wear resistant pearlitic steel it is
necessary to ensure that it contains no free ferrite and has low

value of interlamellar spacing [1]. In isothermally
transformed hypoeutectoidal steels the amount of ferrite and
coarseness of pearlite decreases with increase in the carbon
content. Therefore wear resistance will increase with increase
in the carbon content and decrease in the transformation
temperature. Pearlitic steel is the most preferred steel among
the plain carbon steels for their properties superior to ferritic
and martensitic steels such as the best combination of tensile
strength, ductility and wear resistance. It is also used in rails
and bogies for their excellent wear resistance under sliding
and adhesive wear conditions. Wear studies on the effect of
pearlitic phase have been carried out to study volumetric
wear rate at different combinations of normal pressures and
sliding speeds. However, in most of the papers these studies
are restricted to the study of one or two mechanical
properties such as surface roughness, friction coefficient or
hardness. In this work attempt has been made to cover as
many mechanical properties as possible and to study their
effect on volumetric wear rate.
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2. Experimental Details
For the tribological properties study, commercial grade
steel was used as shown in Table 1. Wear characteristics of
these samples were investigated after the heat treatment
process. Wear samples of size 30 mm length and 10mm
diameter in the form of pins were used. These samples were
covered with cast iron chips to avoid oxidation and subjected
to heating above 840°C in a muffle furnace. After soaking for
a period of 2h, the samples were then allowed to cool down
in the furnace itself. Pins from sample were used for
hardening process. These pin samples were heated again to
840°C, soaked for 1h for homogenization and then cooled in
forced air circulation. This hardening process led to the
formation of pearlite.
2.1. Wear Test
Wear tests were carried out with polished pins rounded at
the edges. Both the surfaces of the pin were used for wear
test at different sliding speeds and loads after cleaning with
acetone. Dry sliding wear test was carried out using a
hardened counter face of a polished disk of EN-32 with a

2.2. Preparation of Test Specimen
Before the wear test, samples were prepared by polishing,
using polish papers of grade 4/0, 6/0 and then wet polishing
was carried out using wet alumina paste of sub-micron grade.
Specimens were etched with 2% nital solution and analysed
under optical microscope. Micro hardness of the wear tested
samples was measured using 0.005kg load on Vickers
machine. Surface roughness of the worn out pin specimen
was recorded using surface roughness tester of Mitutoyo
Precision SJ-201.
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hardness of HRC 62-65 at a room temperature of 32°C. Pin
on disc machine manufactured by DUCOM, Bangalore
(India) was used. Weight losses of pins were recorded using
an electronic balance having an accuracy of 10-7 Kg at
different intervals of time. Tests were carried out at loads of
1, 3, 5 and 7kg and sliding speeds of 1, 3, 5 and 7m/s.
Operating conditions were as shown in Table 2. After the
wear test, worn out pin samples were coated with gold oxide
to overcome the effect of oxidation and then studied under
the scanning electron microscope.
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Fig. 1. Effect of normal pressure on volumetric wear rate.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1. Effect of Normal Pressure on Volumetric
Wear Rate at Constant Sliding Speed
As observed from the Fig.1, volumetric wear rates for all
the values of sliding speeds and normal pressures converge at

the lowest normal pressure (0.1249MPa) and the highest
normal pressure (0.8743MPa) conditions. This is because
pearlitic structures show better wear resistance under these
normal pressure conditions [2]. At lower sliding speeds,
volumetric wear rate steadily increases with increase in the
normal pressure. But under high sliding speeds the same is
not repeated. At the sliding speeds of 1m/s and 3m/s, Fig.1
shows the trend of increasing volumetric wear rate with
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increase in the sliding speed steadily to reach a moderate
value with increase in the normal pressures. Pearlite is a
composite structure consisting of soft, ductile ferrite and hard
brittle carbides in the form of lamellae. Initially during
sliding ferrite wears faster while carbide is in contact with the
disc. These carbides break and are overlaid over the ferrite
matrix. These carbides adhere on the ferrite matrix due to
softness of the ferrite [7]. So, the whole surface behaves as if
it is a carbide layer. As the sliding speed increases to more
than 3m/s, wear rate increases with increase in the normal
pressure. Whereas at higher normal pressure volumetric wear
rate of pearlitic structure increases due to removal of
asperities, strain induced plastic deformation and work
hardening of the wear surface. Further, at a sliding speed of
5m/s Fig.1 shows the trend of increasing to a peak value with
increasing normal pressures and then come down to a lower
value. Under higher sliding speed these carbide particles will
not adhere onto the ferrite phase and are ejected out of the
interface. Hence, volumetric wear rate is high at higher
normal pressure [3].
When both the normal pressures and the sliding speeds are
low, a thin film of oxide layer is formed at the interface
restricting metal to metal contact as seen from Fig. 2(a-b).
This layer being thin deforms elastically and is not ruptured
at low normal pressure. Formation and removal of oxides as
a debris is a continuous process in a mild wear regime.
However, as the normal pressures and sliding speeds increase
oxidative-metallic wear is observed [9]. This leads to an
increase in the volumetric wear rate. So, there is an optimum
combination of normal pressures and the sliding speeds
which leads to transition in the wear mechanism, this causes
the preponenment or the postponement of the peak in
volumetric wear rate. This peak in the volumetric wear rate is
preponed in case the normal pressure increases. At very high
normal pressures mixed type of oxidative-metallic wear
mode is observed [8]. Due to high localized pressures oxides
are covering a large surface area and wear rate decreases. At
higher sliding speeds again this phenomena is repeated,
because even at low normal pressure there is a rise in the
interfacial temperature causing oxidation which increases the
contact area and finally reduces the volumetric wear rate [4].

(a)
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(b)
Fig. 2(a-b). SEM microphotographs with sliding speed 1m/s and normal
pressure 0.1249MPa and with sliding speed 1m/s with normal pressure
0.8743MPa.

3.2. Effect of Normal Pressure on Friction
Force at Constant Sliding Speed
In pearlitic steels high strain hardening is attributed to the
shape and distribution of carbides, which is represented by
interlamellar spacing. Smaller interlamellar spacing is
decisive in obtaining higher sliding wear resistance. This
helps in increasing the resistance to adhesive sliding wear.
The main wear mechanisms identified in pearlitic steels are
adhesion and oxide layer removal [2]. As seen from Fig. 3
friction force values increase with increase in the normal
pressure from the earlier low values. Initially volumetric
wear rate increases with normal pressure for all the sliding
speeds.
When both the normal pressure and the sliding speeds are
low, a thin film of oxide layer is formed at the interface
restricting metal to metal contact. With increase in the normal
pressure the frictional force increases. This increases the
contact between the interfaces resulting in increase in the
frictional force.
3.3. Effect of Normal Pressure on Surface
Roughness at Constant Sliding Speed
As seen in the Fig. 4, surface roughness values for pearlite
sharply increases at the beginning of the test and then
decreases to relatively low values for 0.6245MPa and
0.8743MPa normal pressures. This is mainly because of
thestrain hardening of the wear surface in the initial stage
which is followed by the formation of wear debris. At lower
normal pressures (i.e. between 0.1249MPa and 0.3747MPa)
interfacial oxide layer forms that reduces the surface
roughness and the adhesive forces. This configured an
oxidative wear regime in which wear rates are low and the
surfaces remain relatively smooth. By considering the
coefficient of friction and surface roughness values it is
proposed that when a low normal pressure is applied most of
the friction work is not converted into plastic strain but in
heat dissipation along the surface, which leads to an increase
in the surface temperature and to the subsequent oxide
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formation reducing the surface roughness values [10].
However at still higher normal pressures (0.6245MPa and
0.8745MPa) removal of oxide layer and formation of fresh
wear tracks increases the surface roughness. Under low
sliding speed wear rate of ferrite phase in pearlite is more
than the carbide, this increases the surface roughness. Under
high sliding speeds carbide particles will break away getting

embedded in the larger area of ferrite phase that remains
unaffected hence, surface roughness is low. High toughness
and resistance to adhesive sliding wear leads to the
generation of heat in pearlitic steels. This is due to smaller
interlamellar spacing; therefore the surface roughness is less
[2].
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Fig. 3. Effect of normal wear pressure on friction force.

Fig. 4. Effect of normal wear pressure on surface roughness.

0.8743
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remaining values of normal pressures. Friction coefficient
values remain within a narrow range for all the values of
normal pressures at various sliding speeds [6]. This is mainly
due to the composite structure of the pearlite phase. At higher
normal pressure increase in temperature is accompanied by
the softening effect of the matrix and its oxidation leads to
decrease in the coefficient of friction. For pearlitic steel
variation of friction coefficient is a function of sliding speed
and the normal pressure [5].

3.4. Effect of Normal Pressure on Coefficient
of Friction at Constant Sliding Speed
As seen from the Fig. 5, at higher normal pressure
increased temperature allows oxidation to take place
reducing the coefficient of friction. Fig.5 shows that, for the
sliding speeds of 3m/s and 7m/s the trend is similar.
Coefficient of friction decreases from a high value to a
certain level then remains almost constant for all the

Fig. 5. Effect of normal wear pressure on coefficient of friction.

3.5. Energy Dispersion Spectroscopy Results
(EDAX)

few oxides form at low normal pressure and low sliding
speed and accordingly with respect to Table 4 for pearlite
very high level of iron oxides are formed at high normal
pressure and high sliding speed. Types of oxides formed are
calculated using the stoichiometric formulae.

EDS results for phase and chemical composition at
212RPM, 0.1249MPa and 1484RPM, 0.8743MPa is shown
in Table 3 and 4. With respect to Table 3, for pearlite very

(a)
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(b)
Fig. 6(a-b). EDS Result for Point 1 at 212RPM, 0.1249MPa, EDS. Result for Point 2 at 1484RPM, 0.8743MPa.
Table 1. Showing composition of plain carbon steels.
Composition
Sample

Grade
E.D.D

%C
0.87

% Si
0.251

% Mn
0.342

%P
0.007

%S
0.005

Table 2. Showing operating conditions.
S.N
1
2
3
4

Sliding
speed
(m/s)
1
3
5
7

RPM

Time
(mins)

212
636
1060
1484

167
56
36
24

Normal
pressure
(MPa)
0.1249
0.3747
0.6245
0.8743

Sliding
distance
(m)
10,005
10,065
10,185
10,065

Table 3. EDS Result for phase and chemical composition at 212 RPM,
0.1249 MPa.
(a)

Location
Point 1
Point 2

Composition
Fe96Mn1Si1O2
Fe81Mn1Si1O17

Phase
Pearlite
Pearlite

O-K Mn-K Si-K
0.84 0.68
0.42
5.72 0.57
0.44

Fe-K
98.06
93.27

Table 4. EDS Result for phase and chemical composition at 1484 RPM,
0.8743 MPa.
Location Composition
Point 1
Fe78Mn1O19
Point 2
Fe83Mn1Si1O15

Phase
Pearlite
Pearlite

O-K
6.29
4.64

Mn-K
0.90
0.74

Si-K
0.25
0.42

Fe-K
92.57
94.20

4. Conclusions

(b)
Fig. 7(a-b). 212RPM, 0.1249MPa Pearlite and 1484RPM, 0.8743MPa
Pearlite.

1. Volumetric wear rate of pearlite increases with increase
in the sliding speed for all the normal pressures. With
increase in the sliding speed, the rate of removal of
carbide layer along with the ferrite particle is more.
2. By considering the coefficient of friction and surface
roughness values it is proposed that when a low normal
pressure is applied most of the friction work is not
converted into plastic strain but in heat dissipation
along the surface, which leads to an increase in the
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surface temperature and to the subsequent oxide
formation reducing the surface roughness values.
3. The main wear mechanisms identified in pearlitic steels
are adhesion and oxide layer removal. Archard’s law is
obeyed, as in this case wear rate decreases with increase
in hardness. Surface hardness can decrease due to
frictional heating especially in the severe wear regime.
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